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Abstract—This paper describes the Candidate Design Environment we developed for efficient identification of promising drug
candidates. Developing effective drugs from active molecules is
a challenging problem which requires the simultaneous satisfaction of many factors. Traditionally, the drug discovery process
is conducted by medicinal chemists whose vital expertise is not
readily quantifiable. Recently, in silico modeling and virtual
screening have been emerging as valuable tools despite their
mixed results early on. Our approach combines the capabilities
of computational models with human knowledge using a genetic
algorithm and interactive evolutionary computation. We enable
the chemist’s expertise to play a key role in every stage of the
discovery process. Our evolved structures are guaranteed to be
within the chemistry space specified by the medicinal chemist,
thereby making the results plausible. In this paper, we describe
our approach, introduce a case study to test our methodology, and
present our results.
Index Terms—Computational chemistry, drug design, drug
discovery, genetic algorithms (GAs), in silico modeling, interactive evolutionary computation, lead optimization (LO), virtual
screening.

I. INTRODUCTION
ITH THE ADVENT of new technologies (such as
Genomics, High Throughput Screening, Molecular
Biology, etc.) it was expected that many new drugs would be
discovered in the current decade. However, the number of New
Molecular Entities (NMEs) approved by the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration has declined in recent years. On the other
hand, the R&D costs have risen dramatically [1], far outpacing
sales. According to the consulting firm Bain & Company, the
cost of bringing a new blockbuster drug to market is estimated
to be about $1.7 billion [2]. If we simply define the productivity
of the pharmaceutical industry as the ratio of the NMEs to the
drug development costs, there is arguably a crisis in the field.
Fig. 1 shows the key steps in the drug discovery and development process. Hit identification used to be the bottleneck before
the development of High Throughput Screening (HTS) in the
1990s. However, the huge increase in the number of compounds
screened did not translate into many more drug candidates.
This suggests that the bottleneck has simply shifted to the
lead optimization (LO) phase [3]. During LO, the structures
exhibiting encouraging activity and selectivity in screening are
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converted into clinical candidates. Therefore, one area where
innovation could reduce R&D costs most significantly is the
lead1 identification and optimization phase. It is important to
find new ways to effectively search for new drug candidates
through large molecular spaces and make better decisions
about what, rather than how, to synthesize and screen. In silico
modeling and virtual screening are currently perceived as the
most promising technologies for addressing these challenges.
Traditionally, chemists focused primarily on enhancing the
affinity and selectivity of lead series during LO. However, the
drug potential of a molecule also depends on factors such as absorption, distribution, metabolic stability, excretion, solubility,
and toxicity, just to name a few. Fully optimizing for affinity and
selectivity at the expense of other properties leads to a limited
number of alternative solutions and high attrition rates in later
(and more costly) stages [3]. Simply put, this presents a multidimensional optimization problem which should be handled in
parallel instead of the traditional sequential manner.
In 2004, we developed a Candidate Design Environment
(CDE), Mobius, for identification of potential drug candidates [4]. Our CDE is based on a genetic algorithm (GA) and
interactive evolutionary computation (IEC). Mobius fosters
interactions between computational and medicinal chemists
by leveraging the strengths of both parties: In silico models of
computational chemistry through the GA and the insight and
experience of medicinal chemists through IEC.
GA is a technique inspired by natural evolution to find approximate solutions to optimization and search problems [5],
[6]. It has been successfully applied to many disciplines including computational chemistry [7], e.g., in protein docking
[8], library design [9], etc. On the other hand, IEC integrates
subjective human evaluation into Evolutionary Computing in
order to address problems where the fitness function is not easily
quantifiable [10].
Prior work related to Mobius has focused on de novo drug
design. Glen and Payne [11] implemented a GA to create
molecules satisfying a range of constraints based on calculated
molecular properties. Their algorithm uses a series of rules
to produce realistic molecules in three dimensions. However,
the final compounds which fit the constraints and satisfy all
chemistry rules may still be unacceptable to the medicinal
chemist. Many of the evolved structures require modification
to produce synthesizable and realistic drug-like molecules.
Schneider et al. [12] developed a method to evolve fragmentbased de novo molecular structures similar to a template strucfragments through
ture. Compounds are created from
1Lead is a chemical structure with a confirmed activity and selectivity profile
that warrants further investigation.
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Fig. 1. Key steps in drug discovery and development process.

11 reaction schemes. The system derived molecules showing
substantial bioactivity, though it was easily caught in a local optimum and was not able to perform final optimization due to the
definitions of the building blocks. Goh et al. [13] evolved molecular structures to bind to a given protein target receptor. Their
tree-based representation builds interesting molecules, similar
to somewhat larger than known antiviral structures, which may
prevent them from being good drug candidates. They also used
a two-dimensional model of the target receptor which is not
realistic.
Pegg et al. [14] applied a GA to create molecular structures as acyclic graphs of fragments. Their fitness function
was composed of a docking score and drug-like properties.
Their approach produced mixed results, partly because of the
absence of an adequate performance metric. After Mobius,
Lameijer et al. [15] reported an atom-based evolutionary
method to design drug-like molecules, introducing a new
representation of compounds and a new mutation operator.
They applied IEC by having the user as the fitness function.
In addition, the user can filter structures by their physical and
chemical properties in order to evaluate only the more realistic
ones. They reported some limited though promising results.
However, many evolved structures seem difficult to synthesize
since their system uses atom-based genetic operators but lacks
chemical knowledge to ensure synthesizability.
Clerc et al. [16], [17] hybridized a classical GA with a knowledge discovery system based on K Nearest Neighbors Algorithm for optimizing catalyst libraries. In this problem, the fitness function is unknown and each formulation must be synthesized to get evaluated, which takes a long time. They started with
a real catalyst library which is synthesized and tested. Then, the
system evolved new virtual individuals and estimated the best
ones in order to reduce the number of formulations to be evaluated empirically.
In multiobjective optimization domain, Babu et al. [18], [19]
developed a novel differential evolution method and applied it to
the optimization of nonlinear chemical processes. They showed
that the performance of their approach is better than that of traditional direct search methods.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes our approach, Section III presents a project through
which we quantified the performance of our system, and
Section IV presents our conclusions.

This is a common case in the LO phase. The medicinal chemistry group starts a Mobius project by dissecting these compounds into key components. For each component, the user selects a library of fragments that could replace the original fragment, in order to create structures with potentially better properties. This process defines the search space in which the GA
will seek the best solutions among a number of alternatives.
The next step is to determine the computational models to
evaluate the GA-created structures as to their suitability to be
drug candidates. The user adjusts the optimal value of each
model and its relative importance. The selection of models and
their optimal values depend on the therapeutic target chosen at
the inception of the drug discovery process.
Once the search space and the fitness evaluator are specified,
the user can start the search process, either from a random initial population or a set of potential compounds. Mobius evolves
sets of compounds through its GA’s crossover and mutation operators described later in this section. Compounds are created
by selecting fragments for each component and optimizing the
in silico criteria defined by the user.
The user can run the GA for a specific number of generations
or indefinitely, in which case he should monitor its progress
and stop it when the best population score exceeds a certain
threshold or is no longer improving. When the GA stops, the
compounds generated in the last population are presented to the
user. The user evaluates the top 12 compounds in the population by providing negative or positive feedback. This enables
human input on objectives that are not readily quantifiable, such
as synthetic tractability. The feedback provided may reinforce
or change the direction in which the GA is heading. At this time,
the user can also review his prior decisions and make necessary adjustments, e.g., change the search space by adding or
removing fragments, add or remove models, change model optimal values, or their relative importance, etc.
All the data generated by Mobius are available for detailed
analysis later, such as reranking all compounds by different
fitness criteria. The user may also decide to have some of the
promising compounds synthesized. Synthesized compounds
may provide the computational chemistry group with data to
improve their predictive models. The entire process continues
until diverse sets of optimized preclinical drug candidates are
obtained. Fig. 2 shows a schematic diagram of the workflow
described above.
A. Representation

II. METHODS
Mobius facilitates the identification of a diverse set of preclinical drug candidates by combining computational models
with expert knowledge. We assume that a set of compounds with
encouraging drug potential are identified before using Mobius.

Our chromosome is a fixed-length vector of genes where each
gene expresses a fragment. The fixed-length nature of the chromosome may appear to be limiting the search space, but we will
show that one can easily create a vast compound space with it.
We call a Blueprint the recipe for making a compound from a
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Fig. 2. High-level schematic diagram of Mobius’s workflow.

Fig. 4. A sample structure generated from the blueprint shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. A simple blueprint in Markush notation corresponding to a chromosome of four genes. The branching information is defined in the blueprint and
only the fragments are changing in order to create new compounds.

chromosome. Fig. 3 shows a simple blueprint in Markush notation2 corresponding to a chromosome of four genes. Since
Markush structures are commonly used by medicinal and computational chemists, defining our search space with Markush notation proved to be very intuitive for our target users. A blueprint
may contain a mix of fixed structures ( scaffold) and variable
structures ( R-groups, corresponding to our genes). There must
be at least one R-group, otherwise, the blueprint defines a single
compound. The blueprint may consist entirely of R-groups with
no fixed structure, as in Fig. 3. The chemist’s expertise is crucial
for an effective blueprint definition. We propose that creating
molecules based on the fragment-based Markush notation yields
more plausible structures compared with other approaches.
For each R-group, the user creates a distinct list of fragments,
either from a library provided by Mobius, by importing structures from a file, or by using ChemAxon Ltd.’s drawing tool
Marvin Sketcher, which is fully integrated into Mobius. Fragment libraries for various functional groups are at the disposal
of most chemists. A fragment can contain any number of atoms,
even no atom at all (we denote this case by a single Hydrogen
atom). Our fragment definition also includes connection sites,
where each fragment may be bonded to other fragments in order
has three bonds, so all
to build compounds, e.g., in Fig. 3,
fragments in the list of substitutes for the corresponding gene
need to define at least three connection sites. On the other hand,
a single connection site suffices for
,
, and
. If a list
contains only one substitute for a gene, that gene behaves as a
scaffold. Fig. 4 shows a sample compound created by substituting all R-groups in Fig. 3 with specific fragments.
B. Mutation and Crossover
We mutate a compound by randomly selecting one of its
genes and mutating it. For example, Fig. 5 shows how the
2Markush notation is a way of concisely describing a number of compounds
by identifying a fixed core structure and listing some functionally equivalent
variable structures (R-groups). Markush formulas are often used in patent claims
since their generic nature makes the claims as broad as possible.

compound shown on Fig. 4 may be mutated. In this example,
the third gene is selected for mutation. Each gene’s probability
of being selected is directly proportional to the number of substitutes available to that gene, e.g., a gene with 50 substitutes
is ten times more likely to be selected for mutation than a
gene with five substitutes. We give more weight to genes with
more substitutes to guarantee their alternative fragments are
adequately sampled. If each gene had the same probability of
being selected, the fragments for the gene with five substitutes
would end up being oversampled compared with the gene with
50 substitutes.
Our mutation operator alters a gene by replacing its current
fragment by another substitute randomly selected from the
corresponding list of fragments. Each fragment in the list has
the same probability of being selected to replace the original
fragment.
The crossover operator blends the characteristics of a pair
of parent chromosomes to create two new offspring. We first
generate a random number between one and the total number
of genes in the chromosome. This is the number of genes we
will swap between the parents. We randomly select that many
genes in the parents and cross them over to create the offspring,
as shown in Fig. 6.
C. Fitness Evaluation
A long list of (often conflicting) factors influence the drug potential of a given compound. We assume that appropriate computational models exist to assess each factor. A model can be
as simple as a molecular weight calculator or as complex as
a protein docking model. It can also be a classification model,
e.g., an activity model that returns Active or Inactive. So far, we
have successfully integrated a number of computational models
into Mobius such as structure property plugins (e.g., Calculator
Plugins by ChemAxon, Ltd.), command line tools (e.g., ROCS
by OpenEye Scientific Software, Inc.), proprietary models of
big pharmaceutical companies through Web Services, etc. Mobius is completely agnostic to the models used.
Each computational model result is normalized to a value
between 0 and 1 using a piecewise linear function. Fig. 7 shows
an example of molecular weight normalization. Traditionally,
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Fig. 5. Mutation operator. The third gene (CH CH , Ethyl) is selected for mutation and then replaced by a substitute (F, Fluoro) from the list of corresponding
fragments. The letters A denote the connection points needed to build the compounds from the chromosomes. The original and mutated compounds are shown on
the top and bottom right, respectively.

Fig. 6. Crossover operator. The first and third genes of the parent chromosomes (shown on top) are swapped to create two offspring (shown in the bottom). The
letters A denote the connection points needed to build the compounds from the chromosomes. The parent and offspring compounds are shown on the top and
bottom right, respectively.

chemists have set hard cutoff points to select which compounds to consider for optimization. They sometimes move
their subjective thresholds if too many or too few compounds
get through. This approach completely eliminates compounds
which are just below or above the cutoff points. It is not uncommon that those compounds could induce ideas that would
lead to a different optimization path. We found it more intuitive

for medicinal chemists to define ranges where they would like
to have a model value be (the preferred range) or absolutely not
be (the unacceptable range). Within Mobius, the user defines
the components in the function and adjusts the preferred and
unacceptable ranges. If a model returns a value within the
preferred range, it is normalized to 1 and if it returns a value
within the unacceptable range, it is normalized to 0—no matter
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Fig. 7. Sample piecewise linear function to normalize Molecular Weight of a
structure.

what the actual value is. Model values between a preferred and
unacceptable range are interpolated linearly, as shown in Fig. 7.
The overall fitness is the weighted sum of normalized fitness
values divided by a penalty term

where
and
are the weight and normalized score of the
th computational model. The penalty term is the product of
individual penalty terms
if
otherwise
We introduced the penalty term for the following reason. In
the absence of the penalty term, if a compound fails half of the
models (normalized score of 0) and succeeds the rest (normalized score of 1), it will be assigned an overall fitness score of
0.5 (assuming all models are weighted equally). Another compound that achieves a normalized score of 0.5 from all the
models will also be assigned an overall fitness score of 0.5. This
is not a desirable outcome for the medicinal chemist; a compound that completely fails a few models should get a lower
score since it can not be improved easily. Individual penalty
terms are also proportional to the weights of the models so that
failing important models brings a larger penalty.
Algorithm
Our GA starts with a population of
unique random compounds or a set of user-specified compounds. Since the GA’s
search procedure is based on stochastic operations, different initial conditions evolve into different near-optimal solutions. If
the user ran several experiments starting the GA with random
compounds each time, he would get different solutions providing worthwhile diversity. On the other hand, if a number of
potential solutions are already available (e.g., from a hit series),
the user can seed the GA with them. These user-specified initial
compounds would expedite the search process, which is important if the compound space is vast. This biased initial population
also reduces the diversity and produces solutions closer to what
the user may want to see (e.g., more compounds similar to the
initial hit series).
During evolution, all compounds in a population are sorted
according to their fitness. A number
of top ranking individuals (so-called elites) are directly copied to the next generation.

Fig. 8. High-level schematic diagram of the algorithm.

Then, we start the breeding steps by selecting two individuals
for reproduction. The selection probability is inversely proportional to the rank of each individual: The probability of selecting
the best individual is proportional to , the probability of selecting the second best individual is proportional to
, etc.
Next, we crossover the selected individuals with a probability
of , and then mutate each resulting individual with a proba. We add the results to the next generation if they do
bility of
not already appear there. We repeat these breeding steps until
the next generation has unique compounds. A diagram of the
algorithm is shown in Fig. 8.
D. User Interaction
Mobius empowers the medicinal chemist to lead the
search process by capturing his expert knowledge through a
user-friendly graphical interface. The user can stop the progress
of the GA at any time and redirect the search. There are five
broad categories of user interaction.
• Blueprint: The medicinal chemist expresses his approach
to solving the LO problem by determining the Markush
structure. This is the first step of a project. The formulation
of the blueprint may originate from a variety of sources,
such as a hit series, HTS analysis, patent literature, etc.
• Fragments: The medicinal chemist defines the search space
by selecting the list of fragments for each gene (R-group).
Mobius does not create any compound which uses a fragment not chosen by the user. This ensures most generated
structures are plausible from a chemical standpoint.
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• Models: Mobius facilitates the adoption and usage of
computational models by medicinal chemists. The user
can define and redirect the search process by adjusting the
normalization ranges and weights. Our users have devised
various strategies for exploring diverse regions of the
compound space. An example is to start with one or two
models having a tight preferred range and high weight,
and then to progressively tighten the preferred range of
other models.
• Feedback: Structures created by Mobius are periodically
presented to the chemist for evaluation. This mechanism
coalesces human expertise into the search algorithm to satisfy objectives that are not quantifiable. The user can rate
the compounds with positive or negative scores. Currently,
our user interface supports the following values of the user
, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1. A more precise scoring
rating
capability is not usually significant in the IEC paradigm. If
the user rating is positive, at each generation we inject the
rated compound into the population with a probability

where is the number of generations since the feedback
is given and is a user defined constant (1000 by default).
Positively rated compounds are in effect until the following
feedback session. If
(negative feedback), we do
not let the rated compound participate in any subsequent
population. The list of banned compounds is in effect until
the user resets the GA.
• Direct manipulation: The user can alter a compound created by Mobius by replacing one or more of its fragments
with substitutes. For example, while evaluating a compound, the user may have a new idea and wonder how the
fitness score would change if some part of the compound
were different. Through direct manipulation, the user can
get the model results and fitness score for the modified
compound. He can also change the direction of the evolution, since user-modified compounds directly participate
in the breeding for the subsequent generation.
III. CASE STUDY
In this section, we present a project for evaluating the performance of our approach. Our goal is to show that Mobius can efficiently discover promising compounds that satisfy objective criteria, subjective human requirements, or both. For this, we used
a published study and constructed a blueprint which spans not
only the published compounds but also many more structures
which could be potential solutions to the published problem.
First, we describe our system. Second, we show the results of
running the GA with the fitness function alone. In this case, Mobius is able to quickly find the optimal solutions in the search
space. Finally, we present the impact of user interaction on the
solutions evolved by the GA.
A. Setup
For the systematic study of our algorithm, we chose
quinolone structures displaying antibiotic activity published

Fig. 9. Cipro blueprint designed after reported quinolones.

by Klopman et al. [20], [21]. These articles describe the
structure-activity relationships of 161 specific quinolones. Of
particular relevance is the reporting of the activity of these
structures against the clinical strains of mycobacterium avium,
the cause of tuberculosis and the most frequent bacterial
complication of AIDS. Based on the reported structures, we designed the Markush representation shown in Fig. 9. We call this
blueprint Ciprofloxacin, or Cipro, after a well-known antibiotic
featured among the reported 161 quinolones. Our Markush
notation has five R-groups for which we defined the following
number of fragments3: 11, 4, 6, 483, and 10 (in ascending
R-group number order). Our search space spans 1 275 120
unique compounds, 132 of which are reported structures with
known activity data. We could easily extend this space to more
compounds by adding other obvious substitutes to
than
each R-group. However, we kept the space relatively small so
that we could generate and evaluate all compounds in order to
measure the performance of our algorithm.
We selected the following properties as part of our fitness
criteria: Molecular weight (MW), octanol/water partition coefficient
, octanol/water distribution coefficient
(at
), polar surface area (PSA), rotatable bond count (RotBonds), hydrogen bond donor inclination (HDonors), hydrogen
bond acceptor inclination (HAccept), acid-ionization constant
(pKa), and base-ionization constant (pKb). In our experiments,
we used ChemAxon Ltd.’s Calculator Plugins to compute these
properties.
Unless noted otherwise, we used the following preferred and
unacceptable normalization ranges:
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
3The list of fragments are available upon request from the authors. Even
though defining fragments appears to be a tedious process, a number of
functionally equivalent fragment libraries is readily available to most medicinal
chemists. Therefore, fragment definition usually consists of loading fragment
libraries into Mobius.
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Fig. 10. Our QSAR model to predict the bioactivity of compounds generated by Mobius in Cipro study.

if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if

We interpolated the fitness scores for model values that fall
between those ranges as mentioned above. All model weights
were set to their default value of 0.5.
In addition to these nine property models, using the reported
biological data we constructed a simple statistical model to
predict the biological activity of a compound from its properties. We declared, for our study, compounds with MIC504
are active, which produced 53 known actives
4MIC50 stands for Minimum Inhibitory Concentration required to inhibit the
growth of 50% of organisms and is a measure of bioactivity.

and 108 known inactives.5 This quantitative structure-activity
relationship (QSAR) model is a decision tree resulting from
a method known as recursive partitioning,6 trained and cross
validated to predict one of two responses: Active or Inactive.
Fig. 10 shows our model. Note that there is no link between
the normalization ranges of the previous nine property models
and our QSAR model. In real-world experiments, the QSAR
models are typically developed by the computational chemists
and their implementations are not reviewed by the medicinal
chemist. On the other hand, the medicinal chemist adjusts the
normalization ranges. Even though our test fitness function
does not include any computationally intensive models, it is
similar in nature to those used in real-world experiments.
Table I shows the confusion matrix of our QSAR model
for the 132 reported compounds in our search space. Our
model makes false predictions as is the case in most real-world
projects. Its accuracy and precision are 87.1% and 80.9%,
respectively.
In order to validate the results presented Sections III-B–C,
we enumerated all compounds in our search space and evaluated them with this fitness function. We found that 15 structures

MIC50 = 4 g ml
MIC50 = 1 g ml

5According to this assumption Ciprofloxacin, with
 = , is
 = ,
presumed inactive. Another example, Sparfloxacin, with
is considered active.
6We used the JMP application by SAS Institute, Inc. to build our model. Details are beyond the scope of this paper.
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TABLE I
CONFUSION MATRIX OF OUR MODEL SHOWING THE NUMBER OF
COMPOUNDS IN EACH ACTUAL AND PREDICTED CATEGORY

achieved a top score of 0.998. Even though identifying any of
those top compounds is the primary goal for our search algorithm, there are other compounds with slightly lower scores that
could look promising to a medicinal chemist. Therefore, for our
study, we set a threshold of 0.95 and found 139 compounds with
a higher score. We call those 139 compounds exceptional compounds. Quick identification of these exceptional compounds is
also important for a real-world application like Mobius.
The exhaustive search of our Cipro Blueprint took 40 hours
to complete on a 2.66 GHz Pentium 4 PC. It could take much
longer in a real-world case. For example, one could have a
-compound space with an elaborate docking model. Assuming a computer cluster evaluates one compound per second,
an exhaustive search of that space would take approximately
32 years to complete.

Fig. 11. Best fitness (solid line) and average population fitness (dashed line) as
a function of number of generations.

B. GA Experiments
In our first set of experiments, we ran the GA without any user
interaction. Our goal is to show that our GA is able to discover
compounds that optimally satisfy multiple criteria specified by
computational models. We used a random initial population and
the following parameters unless otherwise noted:
• the population size
;
• the number of elites
;
• the probability of crossover
;
• the probability of mutation
.
Fig. 11 shows the best and average population scores as a
function of the number of generations. The best fitness score is
above 0.9 after only 12 generations, 0.95 at the 23rd generation
and a top-score compound
is found at the 42nd
generation. The average population fitness increases steadily in
the first 25 generations, and then fluctuates as expected.
In order to investigate further, we allow the GA to run even
after a top-score compound was found. Although the best
score cannot improve at that stage, we would like to ascertain
whether the GA discovers other known actives or exceptional
compounds. Fig. 12 shows that the GA discovers them indeed.
We have already identified 11 exceptional compounds in 42
generations when a top-score compound is found. We identified
41 exceptional compounds in 100 generations, and 120 (86.3%
of the total) in 600 generations. At the same time, we identified
37 known actives out of 53. Note that we did not expect to identify all of the known actives due to an inherent problem with
the fitness function used in these experiments. Fig. 13 shows

Fig. 12. The number of exceptional compounds and known actives identified
as a function of number of generations.

the fitness histogram of known actives and inactives. There are
only 31 known actives with a fitness larger than 0.6. Correctly
identifying more than 30 known actives is reassuring. Depicting
the number of generations as the performance metric may be
relevant for a computational scientist but not for a medicinal
chemist. A better metric is the amount of time the user waits for
the results or the computational resources allocated; these may
not be proportional to the number of generations. We timed all
functions in our breeding algorithm and found that the time
spent in creating new compounds (which includes mutation,
crossover, and fusing fragments) is insignificant compared with
running the models on them. If one used realistic docking tools
besides our simple property models, then almost all computational time would be spent on model execution. Since Mobius
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Fig. 13. Fitness histogram of known actives and inactives.

stores the model results of all evaluated compounds in a database for quick lookup,7 the amount of time the computational
resources are used is approximately proportional to the number
of unique compounds generated.
Our GA ensures that all compounds in a given generation
are unique but does not ensure uniqueness. Overall, as the algorithm converges, it creates fewer and fewer new compounds
per generation. For example, in the first experiment. the 20th
generation has only 34 new compounds. After 200 generations,
we create around 15 new compounds per generation, and this
number drops to less than 10 after 1000 generations. Thus,
the running time of successive generations becomes faster and
faster.
Fig. 14 shows the number of known actives and exceptional
compounds identified, as a function of the number of compounds evaluated by the computational models. We evaluated
only 1526 compounds to find a top-score compound in the 42nd
generation: only 0.12% of the search space. When 0.5% of the
search space is evaluated (6383 compounds), we have already
identified 80 exceptional compounds (57.6% of the total). This
number increases to 125 (89.9% of the total) when 1% of the
search space is evaluated.
Since the performance of a GA is influenced by its initial
population, we repeated the experiment above 50 times starting
with different random populations. Fig. 15 shows the statistics
of these experiments in terms of best population score. On average, the best score gets above 0.95 after evaluating about 700
compounds—only 0.05% of the search space. In the worst case
among these 50 runs, we had to evaluate 0.12% of the search
space to find a compound with fitness
, and 0.28% of the
search space to identify a top-score compound.
The identification of exceptional compounds was also very
efficient, as shown in Fig. 16. On average, we identified 99.5 ex7We have successfully integrated Mobius with Oracle, MySQL, Derby, and
HSQL databases. In this particular study, we used an in-memory cache for best
performance.
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Fig. 14. The number of exceptional compounds and known actives identified
as a function of the number of compounds evaluated.

Fig. 15. Best population score versus the number of compounds evaluated.
Solid line shows the mean of 50 runs. Dashed lines are one standard deviation
away from the mean. The minimum and maximum best population scores of
these 50 runs are shown with dotted lines.

ceptional compounds (71.6% of the total, best run is 128, worst
run is 57) after evaluating 0.5% of the search space. This number
increased to 118.8 (85.5% of the total, best run is 135, worst run
is 76) when we evaluated 1% of the search space.
Fig. 17 shows the identification of known actives. On average,
22.3 known actives (42.1% of the total) could be identified after
evaluating 0.5% of the search space. When 1% of the search
space is evaluated, we identified 35.3 known actives (66.6% of
the total).
Finally, we investigated the performance of our GA under various parameter settings. We did not observe significant changes
in the results when we swept the following parameter ranges:
and
. The only parameter which
proved to be crucial was
, as shown on Fig. 18. Smaller
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C. User Interaction Experiments

Fig. 16. Number of exceptional compounds identified versus the number of
compounds evaluated. Solid line shows the mean of 50 runs. Dashed lines are
one standard deviation away from the mean. The minimum and maximum exceptional compounds identified are shown with dotted lines. The tick labels on
the top and on the right show the percentage of the search space evaluated and
the exceptional compounds identified, respectively.

In Section II-E, we described five broad categories of user
interaction in Mobius. In this section, we present experiments
showing the impact of user interaction under the Models and
Feedback categories. The other categories are not suitable for
systematic experiments since they change the nature of the
problem.
As mentioned above, under the Models category, the user can
redirect the GA to a different set of solutions by adjusting the
normalization ranges and weights of computational models. We
tested this interaction by first running the GA with certain model
settings until it converged to some near-optimal solutions. We
then altered those settings, resumed the GA with the population
produced with the old settings, and observed the new solutions.
Fig. 19 shows the best and average population scores as
a function of the number of generations for this experiment.
We started the GA with the model settings mentioned in
Section III-A, and the GA discovered a near-optimal solution
in eight generations (not a top-score compound however).
Then, we stopped Mobius after 25 generations and changed
the model ranges for PSA (polar surface area) as follows:
if
if
if

Fig. 17. Number of known actives identified versus the number of compounds
evaluated. Solid line shows the mean of 50 runs. Dashed lines are one standard deviation away from the mean. The minimum and maximum known actives identified are shown with dotted lines. The tick labels on the top and on
the right show the percentage of the search space evaluated and the known actives identified, respectively.

mutation probabilities increased the rate at which the exceptional compounds were identified. However, changing
did
not considerably affect the progress of the best population score
or when a top-score compound is identified. This suggests that
once the GA converges to a good solution, high levels of mutation hinder the creation of other quality alternatives by permitting more random jumps in the compound space (even though
more unique compounds are created per generation).

We also emphasized the importance of PSA by increasing its
weight to 0.9 and lowering all other model weights to 0.1. At
that moment, the current compounds did not fit well to these
new model settings and the best population score dropped to
0.39. However, when we resumed the GA, Mobius quickly discovered new solutions and the best population score doubled
within 30 generations. We looked at the average number of heteroatoms8 in order to quantify the difference the new model settings made. Fig. 20 shows the population average of the number
of heteroatoms as a function of generations. The number of heteroatoms drop when the GA uses the initial model settings but
then increases when we increased the preferred range for PSA
to
and its prominence from 1 to 9, relafrom
tive to other models. With this change, the new solutions comprise more heteroatoms in order to gain polar surface area. This
result confirms that this user interaction redirects our GA to a
different location in the compound space.
Next, we present the impact of user feedback on the solutions
evolved by Mobius. Ultimately, the goal of the GA is to find
compounds with the highest fitness score as defined through the
computational models. However, the models are not by themselves sufficient to completely set apart good drug candidates
from compounds bound to fail. The medicinal chemist has invaluable expertise which, if captured, could complement the
models and lead the search algorithm to superior solutions.
For this experiment, we provided feedback to Mobius
through the user rating feature mentioned in Section II-E.
During our early experiments without user interaction, we
observed that most near-optimal solutions contained a chlorine
8In organic chemistry, a heteroatom is any atom that is not carbon or
hydrogen.
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Fig. 18. Average number of exceptional compounds identified over 50 runs
versus the number of compounds evaluated for different values of P . The tick
labels on the top and on the right show the percentage of the search space evaluated and the exceptional compounds identified, respectively.

Fig. 19. Best fitness (solid line) and average population fitness (dashed line) as
a function of number of generations. We changed the model settings after the
25th generation, hence the sudden drop in fitness.

(Cl) atom. We confirmed this observation by counting only 30
Cl-lacking compounds among the 139 exceptional compounds.
What if the medicinal chemist knew that the Cl atom would
hurt the chances of succeeding in the clinical trials but the
computational chemist could not incorporate this information
in the computational models? Our solution is to enable the
medicinal chemist to rate the compounds through his subjective
instincts. In this case, he can rate the compounds according to
whether they include Cl or not.
We tested Mobius by stopping the GA every 25 generations
and providing feedback. At each feedback session, we reviewed
the top 12 compounds in the population and assigned a user
rating of 1 to those lacking a Cl atom and
to those including
one or more Cl atoms. Fig. 21 shows the average of 20 runs
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Fig. 20. Average number of heteroatoms as a function of number of generations. The dashed line demarcates where we changed the PSA model settings.

Fig. 21. Number of exceptional Cl-lacking compounds identified versus
number of generations. Solid and dashed lines shows the mean of 20 runs with
and without user feedback, respectively. The tick labels on the right show the
percentage of the exceptional Cl-lacking compounds identified.

in terms of the number of exceptional Cl-lacking compounds
identified, with and without user feedback. The user feedback
did not make a significant difference in the first 50 generations.
This was expected since the total number of compounds rated
is only 24 (compared with
compounds created). After
the fourth feedback session (the 100th generation), it is clear
that user ratings helped Mobius to discover more of the exceptional Cl-lacking compounds. This result should satisfy the
medicinal chemist as he sees more of his preferred compounds
as solutions.
IV. DISCUSSION
We have presented our approach for efficient identification
of promising drug candidates. Combining in silico models, parallel optimization techniques, and expert knowledge, Mobius
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can identify more and better drug candidates, faster than conventional methods; and hence lower the current high attrition
rates during costly clinical trials. Any gain in this early phase of
drug discovery is crucial for the pharmaceutical industry.
We have also presented a case study through which we tested
our method. The results are promising: Mobius evaluated only a
small fraction of a reasonably large search space and identified
not only the best compound in that space but also a substantial percentage of other promising compounds. Our algorithm is
very robust with respect to the particular choice of parameters.
Besides the case study presented here, we also applied our
approach to a retrospective LO project in collaboration with a
large pharmaceutical company. The original project had lasted
three years, following the traditional approach, and failed to produce a drug candidate, mostly due to the sequential optimization
strategy and to focusing on a few subjective alternatives instead
of exploring multiple avenues. With the help of the medicinal
chemistry group who worked on the project, we defined a vast
compounds. To build our
search space spanning
fitness function, we used proprietary models developed for the
target molecule in addition to the drug-like property calculators presented here. We injected the original hit compound into
the population during evolution as if it had a positive feedback
score. After running our GA for about a week, we generated
three promising series that the original team did not come close
to finding. It could have taken the traditional approach decades
to discover these series.
Mobius differs from previous approaches mainly through its
genotype representation. Our approach does not fit into de novo
drug design since the user defines a fixed-sized (though very
large) chemistry space. The generated molecules are thus not
outside of what the medicinal chemist defined, ensuring plausible outcome. Most computational methods creating structures
in vast compound space end up with obviously unacceptable solutions. This discourages the medicinal chemist and prevents
him from adopting new computational techniques. In general,
user interactions are an essential part of Mobius’s workflow. Expert feedback from the medicinal chemist provides direction to
the search algorithm.
Mobius depends on in silico models, and the availability
and predictive accuracy of these models are variable. They
are based upon biological models that are inherently noisy.
Without user feedback, our GA’s performance is limited by
the most accurate model used in the fitness function. In general, medicinal chemists are skeptical of computational tools,
even though the tools have been improving considerably in
recent years. Our preliminary results leveraging the medicinal
chemists’ feedback suggest a huge increase in productivity, but
this requires a mindset change in the overall drug discovery
process. With the chemist’s intuition as part of the search
algorithm more models can be useful.
Medicinal chemists are also hesitant to use computational
tools because of their poor user interfaces. We expect Mobius
to change that since it provides a common, simple, and consistent interface to all the models needed for a given LO project.
Meanwhile, computational chemists may enjoy wider use of
their models.
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